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Abstract
From every partial combinatory algebra A we construct another partial combinatory algebra
a-lim(A). In a-lim(A), every representable partial numerical function ’(n) is exactly of the form
limt(t; n) for some representable partial numerical function (t; n) of A. The partial combinatory
algebra a-lim(A) is a quotient of A by a partial equivalence relation, and is equipped with a
limit structure in the sense that each element of a-lim(A) is the limit of a countable sequence
of A-elements. In this paper, we discuss the limit structures for A in terms of Barendregt’s
range property (if the range of a combinator is 9nite, then it is a singleton). Moreover, we repeat
the construction a-lim(−) trans9nite times to interpret in9nitary -calculi. Finally, we attempt to
interpret type-free -calculus by introducing another partial applicative structure which has an
asynchronous application operator that allows a parallel limit operation.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Partial combinatory algebras (PCA) are partial applicative structures axiomatized by
the same axioms as combinatory algebras, except that the application operators can be
partial operators. The PCAs are important with regards to the realizability interpreta-
tions of intuitionistic logics. The realizability interpretations extract the computational
content from intuitionistic logic’s proofs as programs. Using PCAs to carry out the real-
izability interpretations, we can obtain ‘realizability’ models of typed term calculi and
constructive set theories in which we can do mathematics; cf. tripos construction ([10]).
A new realizability interpretation is introduced by Nakata and Hayashi [13] to extract
the computational content of semi-classical logic’s proofs as approximation algorithms.
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They consider Gold’s limiting recursive functions [8], which are originally introduced
to formulate the learning processes of machines. We say a partial function (t; x˜)
guesses a partial function ’(˜x), if
’(x˜ ) = y ⇔ ∃t0∀t¿t0:(t; x˜ ) = y ⇔ lim
t
(t; x˜ ) = y: (1)
Then (t; x˜) is called a guessing function of ’(˜x), or ’(˜x) is the limiting function of
(t; x˜). And t is called a limit variable. So, ’(˜x) is approximated 1 by (t; x˜). They
prove that the set of the partial functions guessed by partial recursive functions is a
structure called basic recursive function theory (see Strong [17] and Wagner [18]).
By using this structure, Nakata and Hayashi [13] note that some functions guessed
by recursive functions are realizers of the following 02-double negation elimination
axiom:
¬¬∃y∀x:g(x; y) = 0→ ∃y∀x:g(x; y) = 0:
Also, they show impressive usage of the semi-classical principle for mathematics and
for software synthesis.
If the set of operations guessed by an operation of a PCA A is again a PCA a-lim(A),
then by carrying out Nakata–Hayashi realizability interpretation, using the PCA a-lim(A)
instead, we can construct ‘realizability’ models of semi-classical formal theories of
numbers and numerical functions. By using the limit structure of the PCA, we can inter-
pret semi-classical typed term calculi (e.g., weak versions of typed Parigot’s
-calculus, and typed term calculi with control operators).
Motivated by the above, we introduce another PCA a-lim(A), which is constructed
from a given PCA A. It is a quotient construction by a partial equivalence relation
(PER), and our idea is the following:
• limit variable t is the clock of the processing element (MPU).
• the guessing function (−; x) is a generator of a stream 〈(0; x); (1; x); : : :〉,
• the limiting function limt (t; x) is the stream modulo a symmetric, transitive rela-
tion ∼.
Two streams are related with the partial equivalence relation ∼ if for all natural
numbers t, except 9nite numbers, the two tth elements of the two streams have the
same value.
In the PCA a-lim(A) every allowable limit is exactly of the form, limt at ; such that the
in9nite sequence 〈at ∈A〉t is:
(R) indexed by N; and
(N) generated inside the PCA A.
We call this limt at an autonomous limit, and prove that every representable partial
numerical function of a-lim(A) is exactly a limiting partial function guessed by a
representable partial numerical function of A (see Section 3).
The more partial numerical functions are representable in a PCA, the more semi-
classical principles can be interpreted by Nakata–Hayashi realizability interpretation
1 The “guessed” comes from the computational learning theory.
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over the PCA. Therefore, from any PCA we wish to construct a PCA which represents
more partial numerical functions. We examine the conditions (R) and (N) of the PCA
a-lim(A). Moreover, we consider the iteration of the constructions. If the indexing is
not by N but by the PCA A itself, then the computation power does not necessarily
increase due to Barendregt’s range property (if the range of a combinator is 9nite,
then it is a singleton). On the other hand, dropping the condition (N) results in a
PCA n-lim(A), which we introduce in Section 4.2. The PCA n-lim(A) represents every
partial numerical function. The !-iterated application of a-lim to A produces a PCA
a-lim!(A) which represents every arithmetical partial function. Thus, both n-lim(A)
and a-lim!(A) provide Nakata–Hayashi realizability interpretation of the classical 9rst-
order arithmetic.
The PCA a-lim!(A) may also be interesting, because it may interpret in4nitary -
calculi of Kennaway et al. [12] and Berarducci and Dezani [5].
In view of the relation between the limiting PCAs and the classical arithmetic, we
consider the type-free -calculus of Parigot [15]. The typed version corresponds to the
classical logic. The typed (type-free resp.) version relates to a typed (type-free resp.)
functional programming language with control operators, such as call/cc. Type-free
-calculus has -variables to represent continuation objects. By regarding -variables
as in9nite sequences of usual variables we can regard -calculus as an in9nitary
-calculus.
To interpret a version of type-free -calculus, we introduce another construction
n-LIM(−), which extends a given PCA A to a partial applicative structure n-LIM(A)
such that:
• every allowed limit in n-LIM(A) is a parallel limit limt1 ;:::; tk f(t1; : : : ; tk ; x˜),
• the application operator is asynchronous.
With the help of the concurrency theory, a branch of computer science, we try to clar-
ify the parallelism hidden in the parallel limits of n-LIM(−). For details see Section 5.
In the next section, for partial numerical functions, we consider the limit operation
lim and another limit operation known in computational learning theory. In terms of
the arithmetical hierarchy [14], we calibrate how much computation power the limit
operations increase.
Throughout this paper the symbol “” means “if one-side is de9ned, then the other
side is de9ned as having the same value”, while the symbol “=” means that “both sides
are de9ned as having the same value”. The symbol “↓” means “is de9ned”. So, t ↓ is
equivalent to an equation t= t. For any operation f, we assume that f(a1; : : : ; an) ↓
implies a1 ↓; : : : and an ↓. The set of partial functions from A to B is denoted by A*B.
We write
∞
∀ x∈A:’(x) to express that “{x∈A | ¬’(x)} is a 9nite set”.
A symmetric, transitive relation R on a non-empty set A is called a partial equiva-
lence relation. So, R is an equivalence relation on a set {x | xRx}. The quotient set of
A by R is {x∈A | xRx}=R. Any element of the set is of the form [a]R for some a∈A.
For any set X of natural numbers, the characteristic function is denoted by cX , and
let cˆX (z) be the sequence number 〈cX (0); : : : ; cX (z − 1)〉.
The set of partial recursive functions is denoted by PRF, and the set of natural
numbers by N. For all natural numbers e and x, the expression {e}(x) is the eth unary
partial numerical function applied to x.
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2. Limiting recursion
Denition 1. For every class F of partial numerical functions, lim(F) denotes the set
of partial numerical functions guessed by a partial numerical function of F.
Nakata and Hayashi [13] showed the operation lim(−) has a good property. Here
we review one of their results. We recall !-basic recursive function theory with a
successor function of Strong [17] and Wagner [18]. A class of partial numerical func-
tions is called an !-basic recursive function theory with a successor function (!-BRFT
with suc, for short), if it contains the following initial functions and is closed under
the composition. The initial functions are the enumeration functions ’n(e; x1; : : : ; xn) for
all n∈N, the Smn -functions for all m; n∈N, the successor, the constant functions, the
projections, and the discriminator.
Theorem 2 (Nakata and Hayashi [13]). If F is an !-BRFT with suc, then the set lim
(F) is also an !-BRFT with suc.
The set F is a subset of lim(F), because every partial function ’(n1; : : : ; nk)∈F
is guessed by itself composed with projections, that is,
’(k+12 (t; n1; : : : ; nk); : : : ; 
k+1
k+1(t; n1; : : : ; nk));
where each k+1i returns the ith argument.
We calibrate the increase of the computational power by the construction lim(−).
We assume the knowledge of arithmetical hierarchy and complete sets with respect to
m-reducibility. The standard textbook is [14].
When considering sets of natural numbers, both the arithmetical hierarchy and the
halting set K correspond well to the limit operations, in a sense of:
Proposition 3 (Shoen9eld’s limit lemma, Oddifreddi [14]). For any set A⊆N, the
followings are equivalent:
(1) A belongs to a class  02,
(2) A is recursive in the halting set K,
(3) The characteristic function cA(x) is limt g(t; x) for some total recursive function g.
When we take partial numerical functions into account, the increase of computation
power by the limit operation lim is unexpectedly large.
Proposition 4 (Yamazaki [19], or folklore). For every partial function, if it is guessed
by a partial recursive function, then the graph and the domain both belong to a class
03 of the arithmetical hierarchy. Moreover, there is a partial function f such that
f is guessed by a partial recursive function and the graph of f and the domain
of f are both complete with respect to the m-reducibility.
Proof. Let Wn be the domain of the nth unary partial function {n}(−). Cof = {n |Wn
is co9nite}= {n | ∃s∀t¿s:t∈Wn} is 03-complete [14, Proposition X.9.11]. De9ne a
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partial function by
Cof(t; n) =
{
1 if t ∈Wn;
unde9ned otherwise:
Then
x ∈ Cof = dom
(
lim
t
Cof(t; n)
)
⇔ (x; 1) ∈ graph
(
lim
t
(t; n)
)
: (2)
This settles Gold’s question. Gold [8] calls a set S limiting partial r.e. if there is a
partial recursive function (t; x) such that
lim
t
(t; x) = 1 ⇔ x ∈ S: (3)
In his work [8, p. 32,l.6] he asks the exact location in the arithmetical hierarchy. We
can answer by:
Corollary 5. Every limiting partial r.e. set is exactly a 03 -set.
Proof. By (1) and (3), we have the following. For every limiting partial r.e. set S, there
exists a partial recursive function (t; x) such that for all x we have x∈ S⇔∃t0∀t¿t0:
(t; x)= 1. Because the ternary relation (t; x)=y is a 01-relation, the set S is a 
0
3-set.
Every 03-set A is m-reduced to the set Cof by some recursive function f, because
Cof is 03-complete. By (2), we have
x ∈ A ⇔ f(x) ∈ Cof ⇔ lim
t
Cof(t; f(x)) ↓ :
From the partial recursive function Cof(t; x) and the recursive function f(x), de9ne a
partial recursive function "(t; x) by
"(t; x) 
{
1 if Cof(t; f(x)) = Cof(t + 1; f(x));
unde9ned otherwise:
Then,
x ∈ A ⇔ lim
t
Cof(t; f(x)) ↓ ⇔ lim
t
"(t; x) = 1:
Therefore A is limiting partial r.e.
The following limit operation li, known in computational linguistics [11] is applied
for Shoen9eld’s limit lemma, and for the following theorem about partial functions.
The limit operation li returns the “last” guess in a sense of the de9nition:
Denition 6. For every partial function (t; x˜), we de9ne
lit (t; x˜ ) = y ⇔ ∃t0((t0; x˜ ) = y & ∀t¿t0∀z((t; x˜ ) = z ⇒ z = y)):
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For every class F of partial numerical functions, we de9ne
li(F) = {lit (t; x) |  ∈F}:
Theorem 7. For any partial function ’(˜x), the followings are equivalent:
(1) ’ has 02-graph,
(2) ’ is partial recursive in the halting set K,
(3) ’(˜x) lit (t; x˜) for some partial recursive function .
Proof. The equivalence between (1) and (2) is derived from relativization of graph
theorem and so on. See [14, Proposition II.1.11] or some textbooks on recursion theory.
First we prove that (3) implies (1). Every (t; x˜)∈PRF has a 01-set as the graph.
From the de9nition of the limit operation lit , we can show that {(˜x; y) | lit (t; x˜)=y}
is indeed a 02-set. So, every partial function ’∈ li(PRF) has 02-graph.
Then we prove the implication from (2) to (3). Because ’ is a partial recursive
in the halting set K, we can then apply normal form theorem for partial recursive
restricted functionals [14]. Let n be the number of arguments of ’. Then there are a
number e, a primitive recursive function U , and a primitive recursive predicate T1; n of
only numerical variables, such that
’(x˜)  {e}K(x˜)  U (z:T1;n(e; x˜; cˆK(z); z)):
Recall that for all e; x˜; u∈N there exists at most one z ∈N such that T1; n(e; x˜; u; z). For
the Kleene’s T predicate, we then write
Ks = {z | ∃t ¡ s:Tzzt}:
The characteristic function cKs(z) is a recursive function of s and z, because the ternary
predicate T is primitive recursive. We now show that ’(˜x) lis {e}Ks (˜x). In the ter-
minating oracle computation, oracle cK is queried only 9nitely many times. So,
’(x˜) ↓ ⇔ ∃z∞∀ s:T1;n(e; x; cKs(z); z):
From the construction of the predicate T1; n, if T1; n(e; x; u; zi) (i=1; 2), then z1 = z2. So,
’(˜x) lis {e}Ks (˜x). Because (s; x˜){e}Ks (˜x) is a partial recursive function of s and
x˜, this completes the proof.
Corollary 8. The set li(PRF) is a BRFT with suc.
3. Autonomous limit
A partial combinatory algebra (PCA, for short) is A= 〈|A|; ·; s; k〉 such that · is a
binary partial operator (application operator) on a set |A|, and s; k ∈ |A| are distinct
elements subject to
(k · a) · b = a; (s · a) · b ↓; ((s · a) · b) · c  (a · c) · (b · c):
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As usual, we adopt the convention that the application operator · is left associative.
Examples of PCA are the PCA N of the normal combinatory terms, 〈N; {−}(−)〉, and
the set of values of the call-by-value -calculus. A;B; : : : range over PCAs.
Given a PCA, we can simulate a -abstraction; for a “polynomial” t[x] over a PCA,
there is a “polynomial” x: t[x] such that (x: t[x]) · a t[a]. We have only to de9ne
x:t[x] as follows:
x:a = k · a;
x:x = (s · k) · k;
x:(t[x] · t′[x]) = s · (x:t[x]) · (x:t′[x]):
The Church numeral of a natural number n, denoted by Sn, is a polynomial yx:y ·
(· · · · (y · x) · · ·) with the y successively applied n-times to x.
We say a partial numerical function  (t; n1; : : : ; nk) is represented by an element
a∈A, if (· · · ((a · St ) · n1) · · ·) · nk = Sm is equivalent to  (t; n1; : : : ; nk)=m. The set of
partial numerical functions representable in A is denoted by RpFn(A). It is well
known that RpFn(A) contains PRF.
Given a PCA A, we construct a PCA a-lim(A) such that RpFn(a-lim(A))=
lim(RpFn(A)).
Denition 9. Given a PCA A, de9ne a partial equivalence relation over the set |A| as
follows:
a ∼ b : ⇔ ∞∀ t ∈ N: (a · St = b · St ):
So, a∼ a is equivalent to “a · St is de9ned but in 9nitely many cases”. The PCA N has
an element a such that a∼ a is false. Let i be skk and  be sii. Then  applied to
itself is unde9ned in N. When s(k )(k ) ∈N is applied to any Church numerals, it
becomes unde9ned.
Denition 10 (Autonomous limit of PCA). Let A= 〈|A|; ·; s; k〉 be any PCA. The
extension a-lim(A) of A by the autonomous limits is a PCA a-lim(A)= 〈 |a-lim(A)|;
∗; s; k〉, where:
• |a-lim(A)| is a quotient set {a∈ |A| | a∼ a}= ∼,
• s= [k · s]∼, k= [k · k]∼ (“s; k for any value t”, where t is “time”),
• [a]∼ ∗ [b]∼= [(s · a) · b]∼ (“synchronous application”).
The operation ∗ is well de9ned. Suppose a∼ a′; b∼ b′ and s · a · b · Sn (a · Sn) · (b · Sn)
is de9ned for values of n which are large enough. Then, because a · Sn= a′ · Sn and
b · Sn= b′ · Sn, we have s · a · b · Sn (a · Sn) · (b · Sn) (a′ · Sn) · (b′ · Sn) s · a′ · b′ · Sn for n large
enough. Therefore, [a] ∗ [b] [a′] ∗ [b′].
Theorem 11. If A is a PCA, then the structure a-lim(A) is a PCA such that RpFn
(a-lim(A))= lim(RpFn(A)).
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Proof. In order to prove that a-lim(A) is a PCA, we assume t ∈N be suTciently large:
• s ∗ [a] ∗ [b] ∗ [c] [s(s(s(ks)a)b)c] while [a] ∗ [c] ∗ ([b] ∗ [c]) [s(sac)(sbc)].
s(s(s(ks)a)b)c St
 (ksSt )(aSt )(bSt )(c St ) by an axiom for s
 s(aSt )(bSt )(c St ) by using the axiom for k with St ↓
 s(sac)(sbc)St by an axiom for s:
So s(s(s(ks)a)b)c∼ s(sac)(sbc). Therefore, s ∗ [a] ∗ [b] ∗ [c] [a] ∗ [c] ∗ ([b] ∗ [c]).
• s ∗ [a] ∗ [b] [s(s(ks)a)b].
s(s(ks)a)bSt  ksSt(aSt )(bSt ) by an axiom of s
 s(aSt )(bSt ) by using the axiom of k with St ↓ :
It is always de9ned because of aSt ↓; bSt ↓ and an axiom of s. So s ∗ [a] ∗ [b] ↓.
• k ∗ [a] ∗ [b] = [s(s(kk)a)b] while
s(s(kk)a)bSt  (kk St )(aSt )(bSt )
 k(aSt )(bSt ) by using the axiom of k with St ↓
 aSt by bSt ↓ :
So s(s(kk)a)b∼ a. Thus k ∗ [a] ∗ [b] = [a].
Therefore, a-lim(A) is indeed a PCA.
Next we prove that RpFn(a-lim(A))= lim(RpFn(A)). Both RpFn(a-lim(A)) and
lim(RpFn(A)) have the partial functions which domains are empty. Let ’ be a unary
partial function which domain is not empty. Then
’ ∈ RpFn(a-lim(A))
⇔ ∃a ∈A(a ∼ a & ∀n; m([a]∼ ∗ Sn = Sm iU ’(n) = m)): (4)
We note that the nth Church numeral Sn of a-lim(A) is the equivalence class of the
map constantly equal to the nth Church numeral Sn of A, or the equivalence class
[k Sn]∼. So, (4) is equivalent to the following:
∃a ∈A
(∞
∀ t:aSt ↓ & ∀n; m
((∞
∀ t ∈ N:aSt Sn = Sm
)
iU ’(n) = m
))
: (5)
Let  be a partial function represented by a. Then (5) implies
∀n; m
(
lim
t
(t; n) = m iU ’(n) = m
)
: (6)
We establish that (6) implies (5) below. As the domain of ’ is not empty, we have
’(l) ↓ for some l. Therefore, if (6) holds, then ∞∀ t:(t; l) ↓. So, every a∈A repre-
senting  satis9es
∞
∀ t:aSt ↓. Thus, we have (5)⇔ (6).
Hence,
’ ∈ RpFn(a-lim(A)) ⇔ (6) ⇔ ’ ∈ lim(RpFn(A)):
For any ’ with the arity being greater than 1, we can similarly prove ’∈RpFn(a-
lim(A)) if and only if ’∈ lim(RpFn(A)).
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Following GrVatzer [9], we de9ne homomorphisms between PCAs.
Denition 12 (homomorphism). A function f from a PCA A to a PCA B is a homo-
morphism, if f preserves the operators as relations. i.e.,
• f(s)= s,
• f(k)= k,
• ab= c implies f(a)f(b)=f(c).
An injective, surjective homomorphism is called an isomorphism.
Example 13. For every model (D; ·; <− =) of the combinatory logic, (D; ·) is a PCA and
< − = becomes a homomorphism from the PCA N to the PCA D. Even if a · b is not
de9ned in N, <a= · <b= is always de9ned.
Denition 14 (Canonical injective homomorphism). De9ne the function *A :A→
a-lim(A) by *A(a)= [k · a]∼. Note that *A(a) is the equivalence class of the map
constantly equal to a.
Theorem 15. For the function *A de4ned above:
(1) *A is an injective, non-surjective homomorphism.
(2) [a]∼= *A(b)⇔
∞
∀ t ∈N: a · St= b (⇔ “ limt a · St= b”).
(3) a · a′= b⇔ *A(a) ∗ *A(a′)= *A(b).
Proof. The function *A is clearly an injective homomorphism. Assume *A is surjective.
Then, A has an element a such that a · St= tmod 2. Then we have ∃b∞∀ t ∈N (a · St= b),
which is a contradiction. The other claims are clear.
Remark 16 (Unde9nedness vs. divergence). In our PCA a-lim(A), unde9nedness and
divergence have separate de9nitions which should be clari9ed.
An element [a]∼ of our limiting PCA a-lim(A) is divergent, if:
(1) there is no b∈A such that ∞∀ n∈N:a Sn= b, and
(2)
∞
∀ n∈N:a Sn is de9ned in A.
On the other hand, [a]∼ is unde9ned (i.e., [a]∼ ∈ a-lim(A)), if condition (2) fails.
To give examples of divergence and unde9nedness in our limiting PCAs, let us see
the case where the PCA A is the PCA N. In the a-lim(A), an element [(SK)K]∼ is
divergent because it is the limit of the sequence
0; 1; 2; 3; : : : :
On the other hand, a-lim(N) has an element a such that a applied to itself is unde9ned.
To see it, write I for (SK)K and take a= [K((SI)I)]∼. A combinatory term (SI)I
belongs to the PCA N. The self-application has no normal form, and is unde9ned
in N.
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4. Constructing PCAs representing more functions
Each element of the PCA a-lim(A) is of the form limt at , where:
(1) the parameter t can be any natural number,
(2) the sequence 〈at〉t is of the form 〈a · St 〉t for some a∈A. In this case, the sequence
is “autonomously tracked” by an A-element a.
To justify the necessity of the above two conditions, we discuss following alternative
limt at for A:
(R) the limit variable t of limt at is any element of A (see Section 4.1), or
(N) the sequence 〈at〉t is any countable sequence (see Section 4.2).
4.1. Range property and limit
We consider the following semantics of lim operation in a PCA A:
lim
a
(x˜; a) = y ⇔ ∞∀ a ∈ |A|:y = (x˜; a): (7)
This limit operation is useful when A is a PCA N, but not when A is the PCA M of
closed -terms modulo --equality. Even fromM we could construct another PCA A(M)
with the limit operation given in (7), the representable partial numerical functions
RpFn(A(M)) = RpFn(M)
by the range property studied by Barendregt [2, p. 517], namely, the range of any
combinator is either a singleton or an in9nite set.
Indeed, for any f; x∈M, if lima(fxa) is convergent in the above sense, then the
range {fxa | a∈M} of a combinator fx should be 9nite. Actually, it should be a
singleton because of the range property. Therefore, the lim given in (7) is useless.
4.2. Limit along all the countable sequences
Denition 17. For every PCA A, de9ne a partial equivalence relation ∼ over the set
N* |A| of partial functions from N to the set |A|, as follows:
f ∼ g: ⇔ ∞∀ t ∈ N:(f(t) = g(t)):
Denition 18 (Non-constructive limit of PCA). Let A= 〈|A|; ·; s; k〉 be any PCA. The
extension n-lim(A) of A by the non-constructive limits, is a PCA n-lim(A)=
〈|n-lim(A)|; ∗; s; k〉, where:
• |n-lim(A)| is a quotient set {f : N* |A| |f∼f}=∼,
• s= [x → s]∼, k= [x → k]∼ (“s; k for any value t”, where t is “time”),
• [f]∼ ∗ [g]∼= [x →f(x) · g(x)]∼ (“synchronous application”).
Theorem 19. If A is a PCA, n-lim(A) is a PCA such that RpFn(n-lim(A)) is the set
of all partial numerical functions.
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Proof. Here, we only prove the second part. Since any partial numerical function of
9nite domain is representable in any PCA, every partial numerical m-ary function ’ is
represented by [f]∼ such that each f(t)∈A represents a partial numerical function
’  {0; 1; : : : ; t − 1; t}m of 9nite domain.
We can de9ne the canonical injective homomorphism of n-lim(A) and prove a
theorem similar to Theorem 15. The construction n-lim(−) also preserves the partial
algebras. By a partial algebra we mean it is axiomatized by possibly sorted partial
operators subject to some equations by = and .
We conjecture that the PCA a-lim(A) is the PCA n-lim(A) constructed inside the
realizability topos RT(A). Cf. [10].
4.3. Repeating limits
In functional programming, we use in9nite lists as streams (for input=output) and
non-terminating recursive calls. These objects are usually unwinding or “limit” of 9nite
objects. To analyze such in9nite objects of interest, in4nitary -calculi are introduced
by Kennaway et al. [12] and Berarducci and Dezani [5]. Both calculi admit a term like
x:y!x, x:y!(x!), and have terms with the limit operation (−)! being nested. So to
interpret all of the in9nitary -terms, it is necessary to repeat the limit constructions
!-times.
By using the Nakata–Hayashi realizability interpretation over a-lim.(A), we want
to obtain hierarchical view of semi-classical principles.
Denition 20 (.-times repeated limits). For every PCA A, every ordinal number ., we
de9ne a PCA a-lim.(A) and the canonical injective homomorphism *.- : a-lim
-(A)→
a-lim.(A) for each ordinal number -6. such that:
• a-lim0(A)=A, and *-- is the identity;
• a-lim-+1(A)= a-lim(a-lim-(A)), and *-+1/ = *a-lim-(A) ◦ *-/ ;
• when . is a limit ordinal number, a-lim.(A) is an inductive limit of
〈*0/ : a-lim/(A)→ a-lim0(A)〉06/¡0¡.;
and each *.0 is a natural injection of the inductive limit.
We can similarly de9ne n-lim.(A).
Theorem 21. For each ordinal number .¿0:
(1) the set a-lim.(A) is indeed a PCA, and the function *.- is indeed an injective,
non-surjective homomorphism for -¡.; and
(2) RpFn(a-lim.(A)) =
{
lim.(RpFn(A)) if . is 4nite;⋃
-∈N lim
-(RpFn(A)) otherwise:
Proof. The 9rst claim is proven by trans9nite induction on .. The second claim, for
the case . being 9nite, is proven by Theorem 11. For the case .=! + 1, it is suf-
9cient to note the following: any autonomous sequence 〈a · St 〉t∈N indexed over some
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a∈ a-lim!(A) is in fact indexed over some a∈ a-limn(A). Thus, its limit of the se-
quence belongs to a-limn+1(A). Therefore, RpFn(lim!+1(A))⊆RpFn(lim!(A)). The
proof of the opposite inclusion is trivial. In this way, we can prove the second claim
for any in9nite ordinal number ..
5. An interpretation of type-free -calculus
Parigot [15] introduced the typed -calculus which corresponds to classical proposi-
tional logic via Curry–Howard isomorphism. By forgetting the types in the -calculus,
we obtain a type-free -calculus. Both calculi are related to typed and type-free pro-
gramming languages with control operators respectively (e.g., call/cc, C introduced
by Felleisen and Friedman [6], exception, etc.).
Since Nakata and Hayashi [13] interpreted weak classical logic by a limiting re-
alizability interpretation, it is natural to ask whether we can interpret a -calculus
by a -model which has a limit structure. We concentrate on the type-free version of
-calculus.
Type-free -calculus is speci9ed by de9ning -terms and the reduction rules (the
--reduction rule and the -reduction rule). We give the de9nition below.
-terms are generated by
M ::= c | x |MM | x:M | [.]M | .:M:
An occurrence of . in .: · · · is called a bound occurrence of .. An occurrence of .
which is not bound is called free. A -term [.]M is regarded as application of M to
the continuation bound to .. A -term .:M is regarded as functional abstraction over
the continuation variable . on the level of continuation semantics. Here, x; y; z; : : : range
over term-variables. And .; -; /; : : : range over -variables which are distinguished from
the term-variables.
Now we recall mixed substitution. A context is generated by the above grammar
with a special constant ( ). By replacing the occurrences of ( ) of a context C( ) with
a -term M , we obtain a -term C(M).
For any context C( ) and -term N , we de9ne a mixed substitution #= [ [.] :=C( )]
as follows:
If N is a -term, then N# is also a -term. If N does not have a free -variable
., then N# is N . So, if N is a term-variable or .:M , then N#≡N . The mixed
substitution commutes with a -abstraction and an application. The mixed substitution
#= [ [.] :=C( )] satis9es the identities ([-]M)#≡ [-](M#) and (-:M)#≡ -:(M#),
provided - = .. Finally, ([.]M)[ [.] :=C( )]≡C(M [ [.] :=C( ) ]).
The -reduction of the type-free -calculus is speci9ed by the following rule:
(.:M)N → .:(M [ [.] := [.](( )N )]):
In graphical presentation, the rule is
(.:(· · · ([.]P) · · ·))N → .:(· · · ([.](P′N )) · · ·): (8)
An example of the -reduction is (.:[.](y[.]x))z→ .:[.](y([.](xz))z).
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5.1. Informal semantics of 
To introduce the semantics of -calculus, based on streams, we 9rst informally
explain the idea.
5.1.1. -application(abstraction,reduction)= in4nite applications(abstractions,
--reduction)
Consider an informal translation from the type-free -calculus to a type-free cal-
culus of in9nitely long -terms. The translation rules are
[.]P → P˜.0 : : : .m : : : and .:M → .0 : : : .m : : : :M˜ : (9)
Then, the above reduction rule (8) is translated to the next reduction rule
(.0.1 : : : (· · · (P˜.0.1 : : :) · · ·))N˜
→- .0.1 : : : (· · · (P˜′N˜.0.1 : : :) · · ·); (10)
which becomes a --reduction between two in9nitely long terms, if we rename bound
variables to have .1 : : : : (· · ·(P˜′N˜.1 : : :) · ·)≡ .0.1 : : : (· · (P˜′N˜.0.1 : : :) · ·). The :-like
reduction rule on continuation
.:[.]P → P (if . is not free in P)
becomes just an in4nite :-reduction (see Theorem 36).
This idea of Parigot [15] has been studied by Fujita [7] for the case of the typed -
calculus. In that particular case, the translation above precisely corresponds to GVodel
translation and the length of .0; .1; : : : is 9nite.
5.1.2. -variable = in4nite stream
The idea of the translation rules (9) leads us to interpret
[.]P  lim
t
P˜.0.1 : : : .t  [t → P˜.0.1 : : : .t]∼
where
.i  car ∗
i︷ ︸︸ ︷
(cdr ∗ · · · (cdr ∗.) · · ·):
If we allow more general continuation terms than mere -variables, namely pure
-terms stacked to a -variable,
cons ∗M1 ∗ (cons ∗M2 ∗ · · · ∗ (cons ∗Mn ∗ .) : : :);
then we have the following Swap rule of Streicher–Reus’s version of type-free -
calculus [16]:
[cons ∗M ∗ N ]P  [N ](P ∗M):
Before we consider the interpretation of -abstraction, we try to make (10) rigorous.
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5.1.3. -reduction causes delay in a stream
The translation result of the reduction rule (8) is f→ g such that:
f(t)  (a0 : : : at :(· · (P˜a0 : : : at) · ·))N˜  a1 : : : at :(· · (P˜N˜ a1 : : : at) · ·);
g(t)  a0 : : : at :(· · (P˜N˜ a0 : : : at) · ·):
But, f(t + 1) g(t). Because it takes 1 ‘clock time’ to compute g from f by --
reduction, a delay occurs as the extra computational time is required. Anyway, [f]∼ =
[g]∼ in the PCA n-lim(A). So, n-lim(A) does not interpret the calculus. Neither does
a-lim(A).
To equate f and g given above, let us replace the symmetric, transitive relation ∼
with the smallest symmetric, transitive relation ≈ containing ∼ and the ‘delay’ rule
f ≈ (t → f(t + 1)). Unfortunately, a quotient set (N* |A|)=≈ cannot have the
synchronous application operator [f]≈ ∗ [g]≈ [t →f(t) · g(t)]≈ well de9ned.
5.2. Asynchronous applicative structure and parallel limit
Given a PCA A, we introduce another partial algebra n-LIM(A) where an appropriate
application operator can be de9ned.
The carrier set of n-LIM(A) is{
f
∣∣∣∣ ∃n¿ 0:f : N
n * |A|
and ∃t0∀t1¿t0 : : :∀tn¿t0:f(t1; : : : ; tn) ↓
}/
∼;
where ∼ is an equivalence relation over ⋃n¿0(Nn * |A|), generated by the following
two rules:
(1) The ‘delay’ rule.
(Nn f* |A|) ∼ (Nn id×···×id×suc×id···×id−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*Nn f* |A|);
where id is the identity function on N and suc is the successor function.
As for ×, it is an associative operator and for all fi : Ai *Bi we have f1 ×
f2 :A1×A2 *B1×B2 such that (f1×f2)(a1; a2) is (f1(a1); f2(a2)) if each fi(ai)
is de9ned, and is unde9ned otherwise.
The rule is necessary to have limt f(t) limt f(t + 1):
(2) The ‘exchange’-‘weakening’ rule.
(Nn f* |A|) ∼ (Nm
(m<(1) ;
m
<(2) ;:::;
m
<(n))−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*Nn f* |A|);
where m¿n, < is a permutation on {1; : : : ; n}, and for each k =1; : : : ; m the func-
tion mk returns the kth argument.
For all fi :A*Bi we have (f1; : : : ; fn) :A*B1× · · · ×Bn such that (f1; : : : ;
fn)(a) is (f1(a); : : : ; fn(a)) if each fi(a) is de9ned, and it is unde9ned otherwise.
Remark 22 (Parallel limit vs. sequential limit). For any partial function f :Nk *
|A| the parallel limit limt1 ;:::; tk f(t1; : : : ; tk) corresponds to [f]∼ ∈ n-LIM(A).
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Fig. 1. The values of f(t1; t2).
Speci9cally,
v = lim
t1 ;:::;tk
f(t1; : : : ; tk)
⇔ ∃t0 ∀t1¿t0 : : :∀tk¿t0:v=f(t1; : : : ; tk):
So, the parallel limit limt1 ;:::; tk is exactly the sequential limit limx where x∈Nk and Nk
is ordered componentwise.
The parallel limit operation limt1 ;:::; tk is not de9nable by the sequential limit limt with
t ∈N. But a parallel limit operation and the sequential limit operation are related as
follows:
v = lim
t
f(j0(t); j1(t)); (11)
=⇒ v = lim
t1 ;t2
f(t1; t2); (12)
=⇒ v = lim
t1
lim
t2
f(t1; t2): (13)
Here the function j(m; n)= (m+n)2+m is a numerical pairing, the function j0 is the left-
projection, and the function j1 is the right-projection. All of j; j0; j1 are recursive. Note
that if the values of f(t1; t2) is as in Fig. 1, then we have (11),(12),(13), accordingly.
So, (11) ⇐=(12) ⇐=(13).
As is common, the contraction rule is interpreted as a communication (synchro-
nization) of processes. 2 In de9ning the equivalence relation ∼, we cannot replace
the ‘exchange’-‘weakening’ rule with the ‘exchange’-‘weakening’-‘contraction’ rule:
for m¿n and < is a function on {1; : : : ; n},
(Nn f* |A|) ∼ (Nm
(m<(1) ;
m
<(2) ;:::;
m
<(n))−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*Nn f* |A|):
2 A total diUerentiable function f(x; y) of analysis and an analytic function F(z) of complex variable
z= x+ iy allow us to calculate the derivatives f′ and F ′ by either an iterated sequential limit limx limy : : :
or a parallel limit limx; y : : : ; or limz : : : : The variables x and y are cooperating and ‘communicate’ with
each other in the calculation of the derivative. If x; y can be seen as clocks, f; F as a process, and f′; F ′ as
the generator of the process, then the total diUerentiability and being analytic can be seen as a cooperating
and/or communicating process.
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Denition 23 (An asynchronous application operator). For f :Nn * |A| and g :Nm
* |A|, de9ne [f]∼ ∗ [g]∼ [h]∼ by
h = (Nn ×Nm f×g−−−−* |A| × |A| (−)·(−)−−−−−−−* |A|);
where (−) · (−) is the application operator of a given PCA A. The operator ∗ is
‘asynchronous’ in the sense that f×g is involved, and permits ‘delay’ in the arguments
(as streams) with the partial equivalence relation ∼.
Lemma 24. The operator (−) ∗ (−) is well de4ned.
We adopt the convention that the operation ∗ is left associative, and say that
n-LIM(A) is the extension of a PCA A by the non-constructive parallel limits and
the asynchronous application.
This n-LIM(A) corresponds to the PCA n-lim(A). We can de9ne the counterpart
a − LIM(A) of the PCA a-lim(A) in the same way. For any f :Nk *A, an element
[f]∼ of n-LIM(A) belongs to a − LIM(A) iU for some a∈A and for all natural
numbers n1; : : : ; nk f(n1; : : : ; nk) a · 〈n1; : : : ; nk〉. Then a−LIM(A) becomes a quotient
structure of a partial equivalence relation over A.
Remark 25. Below is explanation of the application operator with the vocabulary of
the concurrency theory. Let f; g; h be as in De9nition 23.
(1) f and g are processes having, at most n and m independent clocks, respectively.
For all time slices 3 except for 9nite numbers, we can observe A-elements from
each f and g.
(2) h is a process having the clocks of both f and g.
If the observation of f at a time slice x˜∈Nn is f(˜x), and the observation of
g at another time slice y˜∈Nn, then the observation of h at the time slice x˜; y˜ is
a · b.
Lemma 26. In the structure n-LIM(A), we have
[k]∼ ∗ x ∗ y = x:
[s]∼ ∗ x ∗ y ∗ z  x ∗ z ∗ (y ∗ z) if z = [h]∼ for some h ∈A:
Proof. Let x= [f]∼; y= [g]∼, and the arities of f; g be n; m respectively. Then
[k]∼ ∗ x ∗y is [p]∼ such that p=f ◦ (n+m1 × · · · ×n+mn )∼f by the ‘exchange’-
‘weakening’ rule. Therefore, [k]∼ ∗ x ∗y= x.
[s]∼ ∗ x ∗y ∗ z is [u]∼ with u being naturally an (n+ m)-ary partial function, while
x ∗ z ∗ (y ∗ z) is [v]∼ with v being the same arity as u. We can prove the statement
similarly.
3 (t1; : : : ; tn) where each ti is the value of the clock.
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Denition 27. For every polynomial t[x] over the structure n-LIM(A), de9ne the poly-
nomial x:t[x] as follows. Let x not occur in u.
x:a  [k]∼ ∗ a;
x:x  [x:x]∼;
x:u ∗ x  u;
x:t[x] ∗ u  [xyz:xzy]∼ ∗ (x:t[x]) ∗ u;
x:u ∗ t[x]  [xyz:x(yz)]∼ ∗ u ∗ (x:t[x]);
x:t[x] ∗ t′[x]  [s]∼ ∗ (x:t[x]) ∗ (x:t′[x]):
Lemma 28. Let t[x] be a polynomial over the structure n-LIM(A) and a be an
element of n-LIM(A). If x occurs in t[x] at most once, or if a= [h]∼ for some
h∈A, then
(x:t[x])a  t[a]:
The Church numeral St below is de9ned with the -abstraction speci9ed by De9ni-
tion 27.
Lemma 29. The set n-LIM(A) has a pairing cons; car; cdr; and nth such that nth ∗
〈x0; : : : ; xn〉 ∗ St xt .
Proof. The pairing [2, De9nition 6.2.4] is allowed by Lemma 28. Let nth xy:car ∗
(y ∗ cdr ∗ x).
5.3. The interpretation
Convention 1. In every -term M , every bound -variable is distinct 4 and di;erent
from any free -variables.
Denition 30. Let {.0; .1; : : : ; .k} be the set of -variables in a type-free -term M ,
then a set {t.0 ; t.1 ; : : : ; t.k} of numerical variables is denoted by Mp.
We de9ne the partial function Mg(t.1 ; : : : ; t.k ) returning at most one A-element, when
the values of Mp are determined:
xg ≡ x;
(MN )g ≡ MgNg;
(x:M)g ≡ x:Mg;
([.]M)g ≡ Mg(nth . S0) : : : (nth . t.);
(.:M)g ≡ .0 : : : .t. ; Mg[. := 〈.0; : : : ; .t.〉]:
Let A be any model of -calculus. The interpretation <M = of M in n-LIM(A) is
de9ned as [Mg]∼.
4 That is, . = -, if M is · · · (.: · · · . · · ·) · · · (-: · · · - · · ·) · · · .
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We prove that the above interpretation works well for the a<ne type-free -calculus.
By word “aTne”, we mean that each bound variable as well as each bound -variable
occurs at most once inside the scope. Being aTne is required because of Lemma 28.
Lemma 31. For all terms P;Q and for all term-variable x, we have
(P[x := Q])g ≡ Pg[x := Qg]: (14)
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on P. We abbreviate [x :=Q] as B, and
[x :=Qg] as Bg. Then the left-hand side of (14) is (PB)g and the right-hand side is
PgBg.
Case 1: P is [.]M .
The left-hand side of (14)
≡ ([.](MB))g
≡ (MB)g (nth . S0) · · · (nth . t.)
≡ (Mg (nth . S0) · · · (nth . t.))Bg
by induction hypothesis (MB)g ≡ MgBg
≡ the right-hand side of (14):
Case 2: P is -:M .
The left-hand side of (14)
≡ (-:(MB))g
≡ -0 : : : -t- :(MB)g [- := 〈-0; : : : ; -t-〉]
≡ -0 : : : -t- :MgBg [- := 〈-0; : : : ; -t-〉] by induction hypothesis:
Because we can assume that - is not in Q without loss of generality, the last is
(-0 : : : -t- :M
g [- := 〈-0; : : : ; -t-〉]) Bg, which is the right-hand side of (14).
When P is of the other forms, then the proof is trivial.
Lemma 32. For all terms P and Q and for all term-variable x, we have
(P[[.] := ( )x0 : : : xt. ])
g ≡ Pg[. := 〈x0; : : : ; xt.〉]: (15)
Proof. Again the proof proceeds by induction on P. Below, the mixed substitution in
the left-hand side of (15) is abbreviated as #, and the substitution in the right-hand
side of (15) as B. So, the left-hand side is now (P#)g and the right-hand side is PgB.
We assume that the -variable . diUers from the -variable -.
Case 1: P is [-]M .
The left-hand side of (15)
≡ ([-](M#))g
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≡ (M#)g (nth - S0) · · · (nth - t-)
≡ (Mg (nth - S0) · · · (nth - t-))B by induction hypothesis
≡ the right-hand side of (15):
Case 2: P is [.]M .
The left-hand side of (15)
≡ (M# x0 : : : xt.)g
≡ MgBx0 : : : xt. by induction hypothesis
≡ the right-hand side of (15) :
Case 3: P is -:M .
The left-hand side of (15)
≡ (-:M#)g
≡ -0 : : : -t- :(M#)g [- := 〈-0; : : : -t-〉]
≡ -0 : : : -t- :MgB [- := 〈-0; : : : -t-〉] by induction hypothesis
≡ -0 : : : -t- :Mg[- := 〈-0; : : : -t-〉]B
≡ the right-hand side of (15):
When P is of the other forms, then the proof is trivial.
Theorem 33. If a term-variable x occurs free at most once in a term M , or if no
-variable occurs in a term N , then <(x:M)N = <M [x :=N ]=.
Proof. From the assumption x occurs free at most once in Mg, or <N =  [h]∼ for some
h∈A. So, by Lemmas 28 and 31, the proof is complete.
Theorem 34. We can interpret the Parigot’s S3 rule:
<.:M =  <x:.:M [ [.] := [.](( )x)]=:
Proof. We have only to prove that if f(t.; t-˜) is (.:M)
g, then f(t.+1; t-˜) is (x:.:M
[ [.] := [.](( )x)])g:
f(t. + 1; t-˜)
≡ .0 : : : .t.+1:Mg[. := 〈.0; : : : ; .t.+1〉]
≡ .0 : : : .t.+1 (M [ [.] := ( ).0 : : : .t.+1])g by Lemma 32
≡ x.0 : : : .t. :(M [ [.] := ( )x.0 : : : .t. ])g
by renaming bound variables:
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The last mixed substitution is the mixed substitution [ [.] := [.](( )x) ] followed by the
mixed substitution [ [.] := ( ).0 : : : .t. ]. By Lemma 32,
f(t. + 1; t-˜)≡ x.0 : : : .t. :(M [ [.] := [.](( )x)])g [. := 〈.0; : : : ; .t.〉]
≡ (x.:M [ [.] := [.](( )x)])g:
Based on Lemma 31, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 35. Let a -variable . occur free at most once in a term P, or let no
-variable occur in a term Q. Then, we can interpret the -reduction:
<(.:P)Q=  <.:P[ [.] := [.](( )Q)]=:
Theorem 36 (:cont). If a -variable . is not free in a term M , then we have (.:[.]M)g
≡Mg, Hence we can interpret the :cont-rule:
<.:[.]M =  <M =:
Proof. The translation (−)g unwinds each occurrence .i of . to the same sequence of
usual variables .0; .1; : : : ; .t. .
If we wish to validate the -reduction but not the :cont-reduction, we replace (−)g
with another translation (−)G satisfying the following two conditions: 5
(1) For the diUerent occurrences .1; .2; : : : of any -variable ., (−)G unwinds .i to
.0; .1; : : : ; .t.i .
(2) For the -reduction with the following graphical presentation:
(.1:(· · · ([.2]P) · · · ([.3]Q) · · ·))N
→
.1:(· · · ([.2](P′N )) · · · ([.3]Q′N ) · · ·);
we have t.1 ¿ t.2 ; t.3 ; : : : .
6. Related work
6.1. Classical logic as limit
We aim to bridge the gap between constructive and classical logic through (Nakata–
Hayashi) realizability interpretations. In order to do so, we are concerned only with
the properties of limit operations which are relevant to PCAs.
5 These two conditions may be expressed along the line of Remark 25 with the vocabulary of the con-
currency theory (like, “. waits the .’s that occur inside the scope.....”). Because we comply Convention 1,
we assign the largest possible number of clocks to a given -term. Renaming of bound -variables of a
-term M can save the number of clocks which is assigned to M . Renaming of bound -variables may
correspond to a certain scheduling among the parallel executions.
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DiUerent uses of limit in interpreting classical logic are introduced by Berardi [3]. He
intuitionistically built a constructive model for the  02 maps. His model is a re9nement
of constructive interpretations for classical reasoning over one-quanti9er formulas.
In his model, he used a completion idea which is similar to the topological comple-
tion producing R out of Q. One of his concerns was to clarify a constructive process
of computing the limiting value. Based on those processes, he directly interpreted his
semi-formal system of  02 maps.
The main diUerences between Berardi’s work [3] and our own results are as follows:
(1) In intuitionistically constructing a model of the  02 maps, Berardi 9rst collected
any total recursive unary function f such that limt f(t) is “convergent”. Then
he quotiented the collection by the co9nal equality =∗. Berardi intuitionistically
de9ned “convergence”, which happened to be closely related to the change-of-
mind ordering which appeared in Ershov’s Boolean hierarchy [1]. Berardi’s co9nal
equality for unary functions f and g was de9ned as
f =∗ g : ⇔ ∀n∃m ¿ n:f(m) = g(m):
The co9nal equality for converging unary functions is classically equivalent to our
eventual equality
 ∼ " : ⇔ ∃t0∀t¿t0 (t) = "(t):
On the other hand, we employed classical logic to construct a model a-lim(A) of
the limiting partial recursive functions. We 9rst collect all partial unary functions,
representable in A, and then we quotient the set by the eventual equality ∼.
(2) When we write limt→∞ (t; x), we think of t as the clock of some guessing func-
tion (t; x), which eventually (from some t0) stabilizes to some limit value. Be-
rardi also considered t as time, but rather preferred to think of t as the 9nite set
t= {y1; : : : ; yn} where he used yi’s to check the correctness of a guessing function
(y; x). He presupposed that there is a total ordering on the range of values of
(t; x), as is the case when  guesses the minimum witness of a law of excluded
middle ∃t:p(t; x)∨∀t:¬p(t; x). The formula can be realized by 〈1; 0〉 if p(t; x) is
false for all t, or 〈0; t〉 if p(t; x) is true. Berardi ordered realizers lexicographically
and let (t; x) be the minimum realizer in {(y; x) |y∈ t}. As t increases (as a
set), (t; x) eventually stabilizes, but in the way diUerent from ours. His aim was
to represent computations in which the value of guessing function  need not to
be checked against all natural numbers.
6.2. Approximating realizers
Nakata and Hayashi [13] approximated a realizer of the 02-double negation elimina-
tion axiom by a recursive sequence of recursive realizers. Their approximation is not
a terminating process.
On the other hand, Berardi et al. [4] approximated a Kleene–Kreisel continuous
realizer of the negative translation of the choice axiom. Their approximation terminates
because of the continuity of the realizer.
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